TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF COFFEE LOTTO PRODUCT PROMOTION LOTTERY
Coffee Lotto Product Promotion Lottery Rules:
(a) Entry is free and anyone the age of 12 or over may enter except the associates and family of the
promotors.
(b) The closing time for entries in the lottery shall be 2pm every Friday.
(c) The prize shall be maximum $1,000.00.
(d) The time for entries in the lottery shall commence at 7am every Saturday morning wherever
coffee is sold by a participating vendor café and the customer elects to accept a Coffee Lotto
sticker and download and use the Coffee Lotto App to enter the Coffee Lotto for that week and
the Coffee Lotto shall be drawn at 4pm every Friday at the office of Coffee Lotto.
(e) An independent person of good recognition, fame and character shall conduct the random draw
for the winning number.
(f) The prize of $1,000.00 shall be transferred to the winner’s nominated account as soon as the
Coffee Lotto draw is concluded at 4pm every Friday.
(g) The winning person shall immediately be notified by email and SMS text.
(h) The results shall be published on the website www.CoffeeLotto.com.au as soon as drawn.
(i) Coffee Lotto Pty Ltd ABN 41 615 172 275 is the promoter located at Level 2, 27 Macquarie Place
Sydney NSW 2000, telephone 1300 883 787, email coffeeproducts@coffeelotto.com.au
(j) Coffee Lotto is a product promotion lottery for coffee products and can only be entered on
purchase of a cup of coffee at a participating café or outlet; people who participate will receive a
coffee product sticker which entitles them to enter the Coffee Lotto by scanning the coffee
product sticker and gain the chance to win $1,000.00 or coffee product or coffee making
accessories in the weekly draw at 4pm every Friday afternoon.
Promoter to supply information to potential lottery entrants
(1) The promoter has ensured that the website and the free App and advertisements and notices
contain the following information available to persons who may want to participate in the
lottery:
(a) the rules and closing time and date of the lottery which is 2pm every Friday
(b) the permit number in the format “NSW Permit No. LTPM/16/01270”
Notice at all participating cafés and Coffee Lotto outlets states NSW Permit No. LTPM/16/01270
and ‘Coffee Lotto closes 2pm Fridays drawn 4pm every Friday restarts 7am every Saturday’,
‘download our free App to read the Rules or go to www.CoffeeLotto.com.au ’
(c) although not applicable to coffee Lotto, where it is likely that a prize will not be awarded
because of the nature of the lottery, an indication of the chance of winning the prize in the
format, “ 1 in ___ chance of winning _” and
(d) although not applicable to Coffee Lotto, if, following the determination of a winner, a
subsequent lottery is used to determine the prize awarded, a statement must be made as to
how the subsequent lottery is to take place and what the odds are of winning the major prize, as
per (c) above.
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(2) although not applicable to Coffee Lotto, if, in fulfilling condition 4(1)(a), the promoter is
constrained by the advertising medium to supply the rules because of time or space limitations,
the advertisement must stipulate:
(a) where those rules may be found on www.CoffeeLotto.com.au and the free App when
downloaded which enables the customer to read the rules and agree the terms to play Coffee
Lotto by scanning the coffee product sticker to obtain one entry in Coffee Lotto to be drawn
4pm every Friday by an independent person of good fame and character.
(b) although not applicable to Coffee Lotto, any unusual or onerous rules unless they relate to
compliance of wagering operators such as a condition of entry, the closing date of the lottery
which is 2pm every Friday, any time constraint on a tour or journey prize.
(3) The promoter shall not represent that the lottery is conducted for, or in conjunction with an
appeal for, a charitable purpose, unless approved by the Office. If Coffee Lotto shall obtain
approval of the Office to donate an amount to charity, it shall observe all conditions imposed by
the Office in that respect.
General requirements for conducting the lottery
(1) All entries to the lottery shall be treated equally.
(2) All entries shall be included into the draw.
(3) No person shall receive an unfair advantage or unfair gain over another.
(4) The outcome of the lottery shall not be determined on the basis of an unlawful game within the
meaning of the Unlawful Gambling Act 1998.
(5) Although not applicable to Coffee Lotto, a lottery cannot be conducted that imposes a condition that
places some participants at a disadvantage. A condition that requires a participant to claim a prize at a
draw you must allow at least four minutes for them to do so. This requirement must be clearly stated in
the rules of the lottery.
(6) The promoter shall ensure that each and every draw is open for public scrutiny, and anyone must be
afforded the opportunity to witness the draw.
(7) The determination of the winner, whether by draw or instant win shall take place in Australia.
(8) If more than one prize is being offered, the major prize which is the monetary prize of $1,000.00 shall
be drawn first, and the other prizes then drawn in descending order of number and value. If the draw is
to be conducted in other manner or method, the rules shall describe the manner or method to be used
to determine the winner of the lottery.
(9) Prizewinners shall receive their prizes promptly but certainly within a maximum period of six weeks
after the draw of the prizes, unless otherwise stated in the rules of the lottery.
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(10) Apple and any associated companies of Apple have no association or responsibility with regards to
the conducting of games on Coffee Lotto. The Coffee Lotto App is the sole responsibility of Coffee Lotto
Pty Ltd.
(11) Google and any associated companies of Google have no association or responsibility with regards
to the conducting of games on Coffee Lotto. The Coffee Lotto App is the sole responsibility of Coffee
Lotto Pty Ltd.

Computerised systems for drawing prizewinners
As with Coffee Lotto, where a computerised system is used to determine the winner of a lottery, the
promoter or the promoter’s agent shall, prior to the draw, obtained signed appraisal and draw
procedure reports from a suitably qualified independent person into the operation and integrity of the
computerised draw system.
Announcement of prizewinners
(1) Coffee lotto shall notify winner(s) immediately by email and SMS text, however the Regulations state
that as far as practicable, the promoter shall notify all prize winners within two days of the draw of the
prizes.
(2) The prize winners shall be personally notified by email and SMS text.
(3) The promoter shall ensure that the name of the winner of any prize exceeding $500 is announced in
a newspaper generally circulating in the area where the lottery was conducted, or by radio or television
generally received in the area where the lottery was conducted, or by the Internet, for instance on
Coffee Lotto website and social media, in accordance with the rules of the lottery.
Record keeping
(1) The records that relate to the lottery (e.g. ticket butts, entry forms and lists of entrants) shall be kept
for a period of at least three months after the date on which the winner is determined.
(2) Where a determination is made in respect of unclaimed prizes, the records shall be kept for at least a
further three months after the last determination is made.
(3) A register detailing prizes and their values shall be maintained for multiple lottery permits for a
period of at least 12 months.

NSW Permit No. LTPM/16/01270 from 09/12/2016
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